


CERAMICS CATALOGUE



Between the duality of utilitarian and aesthetic lies an intermediate point, the sense, meaning.
To us, the aesthetic degree of an object arises from the interaction between the object and the 
subject, in the intersection between meaning and signifier. That’s why we believe this can be 

generated through a symbolic load to place value on a concept.

The wide cultural tradition gives us the guideline to create objects that go beyond a tendency, 
objects that are loaded with meaning through the revaluation of ancestral cultures mythical thinking.

Each piece conveys the mythical values that invoke the greatness of our past, generating a symbolic 
remembrance at the same time that an everyday object is used an emotional bond is being created 

with the history it represents.

Each one of our functional ceramic objects bring artisan and industrial processes together.
When acquiring one of our pieces, you not only acquire a functional and inspiring object of the 

highest quality, but also a 100% Mexican object produced by artisans hands. 

NAHUAL COLLECTION



PEEK
Peek is a ceramic piece burned at high temperature inspired by 
rituals of the pre-Hispanic cultures of Mexico. It is part of the 

“Nahual” collection of Mecate Studio.

In Nahua culture, Peek is the name of the dog Xoloitzcuintle, 
native to the central plateau of Mexico. It is the companion of 
men, sent by the gods to help them across the river on the trip 

to Mictlán (place of the dead).



PEEK



WECH
Wech is a ceramic piece burned at high temperature inspired 
by rituals of the pre-Hispanic cultures of Mexico. It is part of the 

“Nahual” collection of Mecate Studio.

Wech is an allegory of the armadillo, an animal of great importance 
for pre-Hispanic cultures, since it was part of their diet and its 
hard shell had different uses. It is also one of the most referenced 

animals in prehispanic iconography.

Wech has two pieces: the shell and the body, leaving inside a 
space to store all kinds of memories and valuables.



WECH



MOPÁN
Mopan is a ceramic piece burned at high temperature, inspired 
by rituals of the pre-Hispanic cultures of Mexico. It is part of the 

“Nahual” collection of Mecate Studio.

The ceramics burned at high temperature arise from the worldview 
held by the pre-Hispanic cultures of Mexico. The Mopán (deer) 
and the Híkuri (ashtray) are abstracted from the Wixárica religion 
of the Huichol culture and are reminiscent of the blue deer: “In 
this living and magical desert, end of the world, the Blue Deer 
will reveal itself to us to find our life, he will teach us, he will be 
our medicine” in the celebration of the sacred ceremony of the 

Híkuri.



MOPÁN



XICALLI
The mezcal set Xicalli (vessel of sacred liquid) in Wixárika 
language, makes an allegory to the maguey pineapples and the 
prickly pear cactus, evoking the process to obtain the sacred 

liquid from the inside.



XICALLI



XOCH
The vase alludes to the endemic biznagas of México, whose 
complex geometry generates a suggestive play of light and 

shadow.
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